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Exec Summary

Section 1 
A guiding vision for working
together 
Overview of the problem, the vision, the
programme and future potential for growing
the movement globally. 

Section 2
Learning by doing in 2017
Review and reflections from the 2017 delivery
of the Low Carbon Challenge in Wellington.

Section 3 
Tools and resources for hosting a 
Low Carbon Challenge
Description in detail of the programme phases
and key pieces of work involved. 

The Low Carbon Challenged as evolved and grown over the past 4 years in
Wellington, New Zealand. The program has been led by three partners. Cham-
pioned and funded by Wellington City Council and delivered by Enspiral with
support from crowdfunding partner Pledge Me. 

It has been developed as an initiative to catalyse local entrepreneurship fo-
cused on building a low carbon economy as a response to climate change.

This report illustrates the vision and potential of the programme, provides a
reflective view of the work achieved in the 2017 challenge and offers a set
of resources to encourage other cities to pick up the Low Carbon Challenge
and run it to support their local innovators.

We have recognised this innovation as highly replicable and encourage other
cities and organisations to build on our learnings. Together we have the po-
tential to grow the global movement to transition our economies and soci-
eties to a low carbon future.   

Programme and report delivered by 



A guiding vision for
working together

Climate change is the challenge
that defines my generation.
— Jacinda Ardern, Prime Minister of New Zealand

Photo sourced from RNZ by Rebekah Parsons-KIng



Climate Change is real and it will affect all of our lives
deeply, in scales we are only just beginning to under-
stand. 

Wellington, the capital city of New Zealand, has always
held a proud reputation as an innovator, a leader, ready
and willing to punch above it’s weight and contribute
more than it’s fair share of solutions to global challenges.
This leadership begins with laying out bold challenges and
creating opportunities for people to connect their ambi-
tion, potential and motivation with real action.

How do we activate and support city-wide
collaboration and funding towards climate
change solutions?

The Low Carbon Challenge Programme and Low
Carbon Partnership Fund are solutions developed
over four years in response to these key
provocations:

How do we support innovators and
entrepreneurs to build tangible solutions
that will make tangible impacts on our
carbon use in cities? 

How do we, as cities, best seize the
economic and cultural opportunities for
innovation and new ideas in this time of
global transition? 

Wellington is a 
fearless incubator 
for the future…

….championing city-wide collaboration and
action on climate change.



The Low Carbon Challenge is an eight week series of events including  workshop,
mentoring, community networking and collaboration opportunities, as well as pub-
lic launch and showcase events. The programme supports a cohort of teams to
better understand the fundamentals of their business proposition, connect with
mentors, advisors and partners and grow their community to launch successful
crowdfunding campaigns.

The Low Carbon Partnership Fund allows organisations in the city to match fund
successful crowdfunding campaigns to add further momentum to ideas validated
by a community. 

The Low Carbon Challenge has been strategically designed to a few key principles:

City-wide collaboration
Transitioning to a low-carbon economy requires interconnected so-
lutions and visible, city wide engagement on a cross sector of issues.
The programme brings together mentors, funders and supporting or-
ganisations from across the civic, corporate, innovation and NGO /
public purpose sectors. With the public also engaged via crowdfund-
ing, this represents a city-wide collaborative movement. 

Introducing the 
Low Carbon Challenge

Held in partnership
Over four years the Low Carbon Challenge programme has grown as
a partnership held between Wellington City Council, Enspiral and
PledgeMe with a growing community of supportive organisations
across the city. By holding the programme in partnership it ensures
openness, resilience and accountability to the core mission without
becoming closed to the agenda or sway of just one organisation or
funder. 

Delivered by experts
Teaching and supporting entrepreneurship requires action and sup-
ported from experienced professionals. Over four years teams from
Enspiral, a network of active social entrepreneurs, have led the de-
sign and delivery of the challenge. This year EXP (an organisation
within Enspiral) took the lead on delivering the programme. EXP has
extensive experience in designing entrepreneurship programmes,
supporting learning communities and building collaborative partner-
ships. 

Champion a replicable vision
Our bold vision is for a city-wide programme and fund that creates
collective positive action by actively building and funding more low-
carbon initiatives that can happen in any city in the world. 



An delivery team of teaching entrepreneurs with•
access to a strong community of innovators,
supporters and mentors who can design and de-
liver the programme. 

Crowdfunding platform partner, ideally with ac-•
cess to good networks and can help to promote
the campaigns to media once crowdfunding is
live. 

Partnership fund funders. Ideally including part-•
ners from across private and philanthropic sec-
tors specific to the climate challenges outlined
by the brief. 

A strong brief based on the specific chal-•
lenges of the region or city involved. Ide-
ally this is aligned with established civic
strategies, resourcing streams and key
issues that can be practically addressed. 

A strong cornerstone funder to bottom•
line the programme delivery and fund and
help to catalyse other partners. Ideally a
central and prominent civic institution. 

Practical inputs and overview
To bring the Low Carbon Challenge to life the base ingredients and commitments required are: 

The business accelera-
tor programme is really
adaptive and flexible.
You get really person-
alised advice that’s 
relevant to your con-
cept.” — 2017 Participant

[LCC is ] a bunch of workshops designed
around your business to help you get the
most out of the crowdfunding process —
with the added benefit of an extra pot of
funding.” — 2017 Participant 



How can the Low Carbon Challenge
serve the needs of Climate innovators in
your city? 

How can we grow this global movement
together? 

Our Invitation

Let’s Grow 
the Low Carbon
Challenge
The Low Carbon Challenge is a replicable,
adaptable recipe for supporting city-
wide innovation on climate change as
well as building entrepreneurial capacity
and collaborative networks within the
business ecosystem. 

The Wellington delivery team is moti-
vated to help see the model be adapted
and grow in cities across the world. Our
work here is to create and share world
class city-wide recipes for collaborative
problem solving on climate change.



Learning by doing in 2017
The following section tells the story and learnings of applying the 

Low Carbon Challenge in Wellington in 2017.



The Low Carbon Challenge has grown and iterated over the
past three years by delivery teams lead by the Enspiral
network. 

Splitting the fund from the programme 
By opening the Wellington Low Carbon Partnership Fund as a match-
fund to the programme we enabled more funders to join the initia-
tive and spend 100% of their contributions to directly match fund
the teams. This created more participation from more funders and
clarity for organisations between supporting the programme or sup-
porting the fund. 

Co-design the workshops
The programme content was chosen after teams were selected and
their needs assessed. By not ‘pre-designing’ the programme we re-
moved assumptions about what support teams needed and al-
lowed the programme to be tailored more specifically. 

All match funding allocated via crowdfunding  
In the past crowdfunding has been optional, with match-funding al-
lowed from other funding sources and private investment. This cre-
ated extra complexity and divergence among the programme
teams. The focus on crowdfunding ensured team-, partner- and fun-
der expectations were clear. 

$1,000 stipend
This year we added a small team stipend into the model. This
brought focus and accountability for teams and set them up for
success for running their crowdfunding campaign.

Building on three years
of learning

Following the review of the 2016 programme, key
considerations that went into the iteration of the
design for 2017 were:



Snapshot 2017

Programme Partners
Wellington City Council, Enspiral, PledgeMe, EXP, Motif, Dev Academy,
Vapour, Deloitte.

Fund Partners
Wellington City Council,
Powershop, BNZ, Greater
Wellington Regional Council,

Team
Silvia Zuur, Anthony Cabraal, 
Bart de Vries

Programme income: $50k

Programme expenses
Events (Venues, catering, photog-•
raphy): $6k
Delivery: (Delivery team, mentors,•
support): $34k
Stipend: $6k•
Operations (report, marketing,•
admin) $4k

Match fund: $45k

WCC: $30k•
GWRC: $5k•
Powershop: $5k•
BNZ: $5k•

36
   3 public events (launch, 
           dragons nest, finale)

   7 events just for teams 
           (workshops and hui)

10 events

$50,000 
programme delivery budget

6 15
   86  ppl at the launch

   28  ppl at the dragon’s nest

186   ppl at the finale

1,225 
people pledged to campaigns

$45,000
in the Wellington Low Carbon

Partnership Fund

$82,608
raised by the crowd

High level budget
and expenses
breakdown

people in the
2017 cohortteams acceptedapplications



Funder reflections
What did you like about the Wellington Low
Carbon Partnership Fund process this year?

Organisation was spot on, team were all very motivated
to get the most out of the challenge.”

I thought all of the functions were well organised and
great to attend.”

EXP were very responsive, and understanding of our
needs.”

Where would you hope the Wellington Low Carbon
Partnership Fund could go into the future?

More teams, more projects ideally in the energy sector.”

More funding partners would be good.”

What did you lack in the Wellington Low Carbon
Partnership Fund process this year?

Direct communication with the teams during their
crowdfunding campaigns.”

It would have been good to get more frequent updates
about the team's progress.”

Process was fine. Only thing lacking was initiatives that
aligned with our objectives.”

2017 Funding Partners



The 2017 programme supported
six teams tackling a broad range
of problems with their initiatives.

Team profiles



Gurgl
Gurgl offers the best baby clothes in New Zealand for
convenience, price and the environment. Delivering par-
ents more time to watch their children grow.

Kapiti Biodiesel
Our cooperative of up to 22 members on the Kapiti
Coast builds local community and resilience into our
province as we make our own fuel together. We create
a 86% greenhouse gas reducing product and close a
waste loop by collecting local Kapiti food business
waste food oil to make B100 premium biodiesel.

Team members: 
Beverley, Bren, Jess & Nick 

Problem they are solving: Kids grow, clothes don't.
Parents can be overwhelmed, exhausted and living on a
tighter budget than normal. Gurgl provides a box of
happiness delivered to the door. With approximately half
the clothing they need for their new baby. Reducing stress,
and anxiety, whilst keeping clothing in circulation and out of
the waste pile.

Money raised from their crowd: $8,973

Team members: 
Matt & Cooperative members

Problem they are solving: There is a lack of
imagination around alternatives to fossil fuel. Electrics are
great, but they are treated as a panacea to all ills, and are
currently outside the economics of many families who
care. New Zealand also has very centralised and fragile
infrastructure. In times of emergency, we have little in the
way of portable, localised options. We also need more
stories to excite and inspire each other and the next
generation. Stories of people doing things for themselves,
and not waiting for the government to sort it all out.

Money raised from their crowd: $5,810

Team profiles



Wā Collective
Wā Collective is a Wellington based social enterprise
which provides a solution to period waste, period
poverty and the period taboo. Period.

Team members: Marie, 
Olie, Suse & Luci

Problem they are solving: Wā Collective was
birthed from a realisation that there was no active group
supporting menstruating New Zealanders. In late 2016, we
conducted a Wellington based survey to further our
knowledge on the troubles menstruators face. The survey
revealed that of 1000 respondents, one in every three
menstruating students had skipped class because they
didn’t have access to menstrual products. This figure both
astounded and saddened us, but essentially, it motivated
us to do something about it. 

Money raised from their crowd: $13,744

Poly Palace's Earth Dinghy
Poly Palace exist to divert a valueless yet extremely
durable waste plastic from either polluting the natural
environment, or spending many generations as useless
fill in a landfill. To ensure the durability of such diversion
Poly Palace has developed products and markets which
involve long term beneficial and durable application in
the built environment which constitute a value to the
wider economy.

Team members: 
Richie & Tim

Problem they are solving: There are two problems
Poly Palace is addressing with 'SIMPLE' construction: the
first is a solution to the problem of polystyrene waste
(packaging waste, and construction and demolition waste),
and the second problem is the inability of society to deliver
the human right to shelter.

Money raised from their crowd: $17,650

Team profiles



Organic Dynamic
Organic Dynamic produce surfboards that complement
the natural integrity of the marine environment. We
source locally recycled and renewable materials to pro-
duce high performance surfboards for the NZ market.

Team member: 
Jack

Problem they are solving: Conventional surfboards
are made from Polyurethane foam, Fibreglass and
Polyester resin. These materials are carcinogenic, non
recyclable and don't biodegrade. The boards have a short
life expectancy and last forever in landfill. An average
surfboard weighing 3kg will emit 300kg of Co2 in it's
lifetime. 

Money raised from their crowd: $32,754

Waste-ed
Waste-ed is a waste education initiative that aims to
get all of Wellington talking about waste. By connecting,
collaborating and creating with all of the waste con-
scious communities of Wellington (including Regional
and Local Council) we plan to make Wellington a world
leader in waste minimisation.

Team members: 
Jemma, Ali & Sarah

Problem they are solving: Wellingtonians are some
of the worst recyclers in the country and send more waste
per person to landfill than Auckland. We want to turn
around Wellington's attitude to waste and inspire and
encourage all of Wellington to take more ownership and
responsibility for their personal and business waste. 

Money raised from their crowd: $3,667

Team profiles



What was the key
thing you learnt? What did you lack?

How likely is it that you would recommend
the LCC programme to a friend or colleague? 

Team reflections
You need to bring your own crowd
to Pledgeme... Can you put that
earlier in the challenge like day
1…”

I got some really good strategy
advice.”

To keep our message simple, and
also how to pitch to different
crowds.”

PledgeMe needs a big build up
time period before one's project
goes live in order to make the
campaign flourish. That it's the
community around you that mat-
ters.”

The power of clarifying your idea,
then honing your pitch.”

What did you love most about the programme?

The support. The knowledge of the people involved. The regular accountability
and ability of the hosts to pull us back on track if we varied off our path.”

The solutions focused positivity, and that we shared each other's trials.”

Hard to pinpoint a single thing, but the overall business advice has been amaz-
ing!”

Group sharing times, breakouts with invited guests, the 'main lesson' each
week.”

If you were to suggest one change in the
programme for next year, what would it be?

Focus on the PledgeMe throughout.” 

Reverse the order of operations. Currently, the challenge leads up to the
PledgeMe and pitch as the final goals. It would be great, from the start to have
Jess come in, in order to provide context for the PledgeMe. In it's current setup,
the PledgeMe felt like a total rush and it's implementation was at the sacrifice
of putting our pitch together.”

More cheeses...”

Hmm, tough one. A few more get togethers over beers at the start of the pro-
gramme - speed up collaboration/knowledge of and support between teams.“

Some more financial planning as-
sistance would have been magi-
cal.”

Just time to put all these things
properly into practice.”

More depth of experience in man-
agement of innovation.”

To make the programme more ac-
cessible to people with children,
and in other circumstances, it
would be cool to promote the fact
that team members can partici-
pate online.”

4.9
(1 not likely - 5 highly likely) 



Delivery team

2017 core delivery was led by Ants Cabraal and Silvia
Zuur from the EXP team from the Enspiral network,
with support from Bart de Vries from MOTIF consult-
ing. The 2017 delivery team had all been involved in
various capacities over the last years from core de-
livery, support, advisory and mentoring. All three are
also members of the Enspiral community and practic-
ing social entrepreneurs building and supporting en-
vironmental and socially responsible business.  

Highlights
A record number of applications and part-•
ners involved with the challenge. 
PledgeMe campaigns were all successful•
and quality of videos and communications
from teams was high. 
Simplicity of programme design made man-•
aging expectations easier. 
The full day hui enabled the teams to con-•
nect, form into a cohort and build a sense of
community support. 

Silvia ZuurAnthony Cabraal Bart de Vries

Challenges
Solo founders found it difficult to keep pace•
with the programme and reflect on their own
learnings. 
Dominance of waste as a topic of focus in•
the cohort. Finding teams willing to tackle
energy solutions is difficult.
The financials session was a bit too specific•
and detailed for where the teams were at.
Additionally there was no follow up.

Recommendations
Bring more financial management into the•
programme earlier.
Ensure teams know the requirements of the•
match funding and earlier on
Incorporate the crowd funding components•
earlier in the programme

Reflections on the
2017 programme



Tools and resources for hosting a

Low Carbon Challenge
This section provides practical guidance for others who wish to learn more
about how the Challenge is run and how the work can be scoped to be
replicated in other cities. 



Promotion and Recruitment

Word of mouth•
Talking with innovators•
Through the networks of part-•
ners
Community organisations•
Launch website•

Website

Outline of challenge•
Key dates•
Funders•

Delivery team•
Application form•

Application Form
A simple form with the following questions enables the teams to apply.

What's your name?    •
What's your email address?    •
Describe your idea, project or business?    •
What stage of progress is it currently at?    •
Who are the customers or people that it serves?    •
How does your project help lower carbon emissions in Wellington?    •
Which area does your project impact?    •
What are the key challenges that your project is currently experienc-•
ing?    
What skills do you want to learn out of the Low Carbon Challenge?    •
Why do you need access to the Wellington Low Carbon Partnership•
fund?    
Who are the people / team involved?     •
Where would you like this project to be in five years time?    •
Any relevant links to share?     •
The LCC will require teams to commit 10 - 20 hours per week during•
the challenge. Can you let us know what other commitment you have
and if you can attend all the events and workshops? 

Initial core partnerships, scope and delivery resource con-•
firmed.

* Programme partners confirmed. 
* Delivery team confirmed and resourced. 

Funding targets established and outreach for match funders•
begins.
Approx timelines and go / no-go critical milestones established.•

Phase one: 
Planning and partnerships

Phase two: Pre-programme
Goal: Bring together the community for a launch event and attract
great teams

Goal: Confirm resources to go!

Launch Event
Purpose
Build hype and enthusiasm
within the community. Con-
nect partners with possible
teams.

Delivered by
LCC delivery team

Large diverse group of
teams attracted to apply for
the challenge.

Runsheet
             6pm    Welcome. Context.
           6.10pm    Partner opening
           6.15pm    Describe the challenge and pro-
                              gramme
           6.20pm    Past teams. 
           6.30pm    Introduce fund and outline 
                              application process
           6.35pm    Move into ideas exchange. 
           6.50pm    Close



Who gets into the Challenge?
Team must have applicability to an
area of interest (Transport, Waste,
Energy, Housing) and are assessed
to five perspectives:

Low Carbon Impact    1
Start up Feasibility2
Potential to scale 3
Team execution ability 4
Financials5

Ideal candidate
Is specially focused on one key•
area.
The project will have an impact•
on carbon emissions in Welling-
ton.
The project has basic feasibility•
to get the first steps off the
ground within the scope of sup-
port the programme can provide. 
The project could scale its im-•
pact in the future.

The team / founder has the abil-•
ity and commitment to execute
the project during the pro-
gramme.
Will clearly get benefit from the•
programme and has capacity to
attend.
Has a clear strategy of how and•
wher funds will be used.

Funding partners confirmed and match funding commitments closed off.

Selection Criteria

Selection meeting

Purpose
To review the short listed candidates against a selection
criteria.

Delivered by
The LCC team with an invited selection panel

Runsheet
Review the teams•
Each selection rep rates each team as per their•
lens and gives them a rating out of 10
Each teams score is calculated - the clear bot-•
tom ones are removed
The top 3 are selected•
The next 3 are selected based on some addi-•
tional criteria (eg diversity of stages, ensuring all
topics are covered, diversity of gender and back-
ground of participants)

Who chooses the teams?
The selection panel was made up of the following repre-
sentatives:

Carbon impact/mitigation (climate scientist)•
Start up feasibility and potential to scale (business•
coach/entrepreneur)
Team execution ability (LCC team member)•
Funding/Impact (PledgeMe Representative)•
WCC goals and alignment (WCC representative)•

Phase two continued:



Phase three: 
Programme delivery
Goal: Great cohort of teams selected and
engaged in the challenge.

Team assessments
Purpose
Gain data on current status and needs of teams.

Delivered by
Experienced entrepreneurs and coaches who
know how to assess teams on three levels:

1. Base proposition
What’s your business / initiative? How are•
you currently describing it?
Who are your main target audience or cus-•
tomers? 
What is the main problem you think you•
solve for these people?

2. Skill gaps / challenges. 
What skills have you got on the team cur-•
rently?
What are the main skillsets you think you•
might need to fill?
What are the main challenges for the proj-•
ect at the moment?

3. Crowdfunding
Who do you see as your key supporters and•
community in Wellington at the moment? Or
if not existing, where might they come
from? 
What are your current goals for the crowd-•
funding challenge?
If you nail your targets, what does 2018•
look like? 
What is the best way to use the next 8•
weeks?

Hui

Purpose 
Teams are able to connect and build
whanaungatanga(community) to align within
teams and between teams. Be clear of
programme structure and expectations.

Delivered by 
LCC delivery team

Runsheet
           10am   Arrival
      10.10am    Check in
      10.30am   Set goals for team/individuals
      11.30am   Morning tea
      11.45am   Stakeholder mapping workshop
                1pm    Lunch
                2pm    Collab Cafe on each others proj-
                           ect. 
         3.45pm    How does our team work?
         4.30pm    Leave



Customers and value propositions

Purpose
Help teams to understand their core value
proposition and customer segments to focus
their business.

Delivered by
LCC delivery team

Runsheet
             6pm    Arrive
         6.15pm    Check in circle.
         6.30pm    Customer segments. 
                7pm    Value propositions. 
         7.30pm    Share and compare between 
                           teams
                8pm    Check out

Operating and financial models

Purpose
Help teams to understand their core business
model, revenue and cost structures. 

Delivered by
LCC delivery team w financial advisors

Resource
Money Flow Canvas

Runsheet
             6pm    Arrive
         6.15pm    Check in
         6.30pm    Operating models and financial 
                           models (three levels of needs 
                           assessment): 
        Level 1    Drawing out operating models 
                           and identifying the shape of the
                           business, the costs and rev-
                           enues.
        Level 2    Clarifying operating model into 
                           a spreadsheet to look at the 
                           numbers and understand the 
                           model. 
        Level 3   Working up a cash flow spread
                           sheet and model. 

Storytelling

Purpose
Help teams refine their pitch and storytelling
in preparation for the finale and crowdfunding
campaigns

Delivered by 
LCC delivery team w marketing/storytelling
advisors

Runsheet
             6pm    Arrive
         6.15pm    Check in
         6.30pm    Content development
         7.20pm    Delivery tips and practice
                8pm   Check out

Workshop Series



Dragon’s Nest
Purpose
Partners and experts give feedback to
teams. Teams build confident pitching and
build their networks, meet advisors and
strategic partners. 

Delivered by
LCC delivery team

Runsheet

      5.30pm    Arrive
         6.00pm   Welcome and framing.
         6.10pm    Team pitches (2 mins pitch from 
                           each team)
         6.30pm    Round 1: teams to go to specific 
                           tables and join the dragons and 
                           get some feed back on the idea. 
                7pm   Round 2
         7.35pm   Wrap up
                8pm   All done!



Phase four: Crowdfunding and campaign launch 
Goal: All teams run successful crowdfunding campaigns with strong community support. 

Crowdfunding

Purpose
Introduction to
crowdfunding

Delivered by
Crowdfunding 
representitives

Crowdfunding support and media
placements

Purpose
Give teams as much profile as possible to en-
sure their campaigns are successful. 

Outline
Introduce teams to relevant media con-•
tacts. 
Pitch overall progress of LCC to local•
media.
Offer teams connection to all programme•
partners and supporters to help boost
campaigns.

Finale
Purpose
Celebration. Team showcase and pitch.
Crowdfunding campaigns launch.

Delivered by
LCC delivery team, partners and teams.

Runsheet
      5.30pm   Networking
                6pm   Opening
         6.05pm   Core Partner welcome and con-
                           text
         6.10pm   Programme overview
         6.15pm   Funder updates
         6.25pm   Team pitches
                7pm   Launch of PledgeMe cam-
                           paigns. 
         7.15pm   Drinks and Networking
                8pm   All done!

Pitch practice 

Purpose
Allow teams to de-
velop and prepare
their pitches.

Delivered by
LCC delivery team

Runsheet
Teams cycle through practicing their pitches
and getting feedback from the delivery team
and other teams

Matching funding meeting 

Purpose
Funders can meet each other. Matching fund-
ing is allocated.

Delivered by
LCC delivery team and funders

Runsheet

Introduce all funders•
Overview of all teams - share fund appli-•
cation results and status of teams
Funder share their funding objectives and•
allocations.

Runsheet

             6pm    Arrive
         6.15pm    Check in
         6.30pm    Overview of crowdfunding and 
                           building your crowd
                7pm    Teams develop plan and possi-
                           ble rewards by filling in the 
                           campaign canvas
         7.20pm       Reflections from previous suc-
                           cessful campaigns
                8pm   Check out
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